
RGA SUMMER MIX
RSS Sorghum X Sudangrass + Sunn Hemp + ReGenAg CC Radish

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

NORTHERN U.S. - Great Summer and Fall biomass / forage production.  Expect the radish to winterkill after 3 days of temperatures 
within the teens; the sorghum x sudangrass and sunn hemp will winterkill at the first sign of frost.  For hay production, it is recom-
mended to cut when crop reaches approximately 35 - 40 inches of height.  Grazing: begin at approximately 25 to 30 inches of height.

SOUTHERN U.S. - The radish will winterkill after 3 days of temperatures within the teens, the sorghum x sudangrass and sunn 
hemp will winterkill at the first sign of frost.  If no winterkill, it is recommended to terminate the cover crop 3 to 4 weeks prior to 
row crop planting.  This mixture in not recommended in states that consider sunn hemp a noxious weed, such as Mississippi.
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BEST USES

AREA OF ADAPTABILITY

COVER CROP BENEFITS

Takes advantage of summer growing conditions and out-
performs the production of traditional forages 

Great prevent plant option

Tolerates poor soil, lower fertility, and pH environments

Sorghum sudangrass offers increased tonnage potential in 
grazing systems

Great soil building option following summer harvested 
small grains

Seeding Rate (4 - 8 weeks before frost): 25 - 30 LBS / Acre
Seeding Rate (2 - 4 weeks before frost): Not recommended
Seeding Rate as a Forage: 30 - 35 LBS / Acre
Aerial Seeding Rate: Not recommended
Ideal Planting Depth: 1/4” - 1”
Bulk Density: 50 LBS / FT3
Spring Termination is not required
Days to Expected Emergence: 3 - 7 days

Great option to maximize biomass when planted early
Provides high quality forage well into fall

Midwest / Mid-South / Northeast / Southeast
Does not include the state of Mississippi

EROSION

NUTRIENT CAPTURE / RELEASE

BREAKING COMPACTION
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WATER INFILTRATION

NITROGEN SOURCE

ADDITIONAL FORAGE
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